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Abstract—Delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) are typically sparse
ad hoc networks where node density is low and contacts between
nodes in the network do not occur very frequently. The existing
location privacy protection methods, which require mobile nodes
to collectively change their pseudonyms in special regions called
mix zones, may not work well in DTNs due to their unique
characteristics, including low network density and limited contact
duration. In this paper, we propose a novel cooperative location
privacy protection scheme, which is called AVATAR, for sparse
DTNs. The main idea of AVATAR is to generate a certain number
of virtual nodes in the proximity of a node and allow both virtual
and real nodes to make a coordinated pseudonym change in an enlarged region, which are named virtual mix zones. Each AVATAR
participant benefits from increased location privacy protection
at the cost of generating a series of signed position messages,
which are named footprint signatures. To stimulate each node
to contribute more footprint signatures to the virtual mix zones,
AVATAR proposes a reward mechanism, which is modeled as a
multiunit discriminatory auction game. Extensive simulations and
analysis have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the proposed scheme.
Index Terms—Delay-tolerant network (DTN), game theory, location privacy, mix zone.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

ELAY-TOLERANT networks (DTNs) are a special class
of ad hoc networks where node density is low, and
contacts between the nodes in the network do not occur
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very frequently. Applications of this emerging communication paradigm include vehicular networks [1], wireless social networks [2], and pocket switched networks [3]. In
DTNs, the messages are disseminated according to the
store-carry-and-forward principle, and routing is made in an
“opportunistic” way.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in DTN security,
such as bundle authentication [4], [5] and secure routing [6].
However, little attention has been paid to the location privacy
issue in DTNs. Similar to the traditional ad hoc networks, the
broadcast nature of DTNs allows the external party or even a
malicious adversary to track the user’s identifier by eavesdropping on the communications and to estimate the locations of the
nodes with accuracy that is sufficient for tracking the nodes [7].
A user’s location disclosed by this tracking may reveal sensitive
private information such as health condition, lifestyles, and so
on. This private information can even be exploited by an adversary to locate the subject, and physical harm may result [8].
The multiple-pseudonym approach has been widely adopted
by industry and academia to achieve location privacy in mobile networks [9]. In a multiple-pseudonym approach, a set
of pseudonyms and their security associations (e.g., public/
private keys) are preloaded into the mobile devices, and the
nodes can change the pseudonyms over time. To prevent the
adversary from linking old and new pseudonyms, the change
in pseudonym should be spatially and temporally coordinated
among the neighboring mobile nodes. A typical example of a
cooperative location privacy protection method is mix zones,
which forces the nodes to change their pseudonyms at predetermined locations under a centralized authority [10]. This
approach, however, lacks flexibility because the locations of
mix zones are relatively fixed and cannot provide privacy
protection on users’ demand. Mix zones can be also performed
in a distributed way [7], [11] by allowing a requester to broadcast a pseudonym change request to its neighbors. Distributed
mix zones are particularly appealing in conventional ad hoc
networks because they do not require the presence of authority
or prior knowledge of the location of mix zones.
Nevertheless, the existing cooperative location privacy protection approaches [7], [11] cannot be directly applied to
DTNs due to the following reasons. First, the location privacy
achieved in [7] and [11] heavily relies on the number of
neighboring nodes involved. In the case of a network environment of low network density such as DTNs, the location
privacy achieved by node cooperation is limited due to lack of
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collaborators. Second, to impede an adversary from spatial and
temporal correlation of users’ location privacy, a certain period
of mix zones is necessary to ensure a certain privacy level.
However, due to limited number of neighbors and contacting
time, maintaining a relatively stable mix zone for a certain
period is challenging in DTNs. Finally, the cooperative location
privacy protection scheme is based on an assumption that each
individual node is ready to collaborate with the neighbors to
change their pseudonyms. Due to the low network density
and the unreliable message successful delivery rate, a selfish
mobile node may decide not to get involved in location privacy
protection due to the low expected privacy benefit.
To protect users’ location privacy in a low-network-density
environment, in this paper, we propose AVATAR, which is A
cooperative location priVAcy proTection scheme based on opportunistic collAboration for spaRse DTNs. In contrast with the
existing passive approaches, AVATAR allows the nodes to make
the coordinated pseudonym change on users’ demands. Motivated by James Cameron’s epic motion picture, i.e., AVATAR,
in which human intelligence could be injected into a remotely
located body, the proposed scheme enables a node to make remotely virtual copies by using a series of spatial- and temporalaware signatures, which are named footprint signatures. These
virtual nodes can be exploited by the remote authorized nodes
to increase location privacy entropy for a longer duration. With
AVATAR, the real nodes and these virtual nodes are grouped
into a virtual mix zone, which is named VMixzone. Different
from the conventional mix zones, VMixzones allow the scattered nodes in a wide range to collaborate with each other in an
opportunistic way.
Further, since VMixzones rely on the collaboration of DTN
nodes, AVATAR requires each node to contribute its footprint
signatures to others. Without sufficient incentive, a selfish (or
rational) node may decide not to change its pseudonym by
refusing to provide its footprint signatures. This, in turn, may
jeopardize the welfare achieved by a location privacy scheme.
To overcome this difficulty, we present a reward mechanism to
provide incentive for the nodes to join AVATAR. The basic idea
of the reward scheme is to let the VMixzone requester choose a
certain number of nodes as the collaborators and reward each of
them with all of the collected footprint signatures from all the
participants. The incentive issue can be modeled as a multiunit
discriminatory auction game. With game-theoretic analysis, we
show that the AVATAR scheme does stimulate rational nodes
to collaborate with each other to achieve increased location
privacy.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• First, we introduce a new location privacy model by considering the spatial and temporal factors jointly.
• Second, we propose AVATAR, which is a novel location
privacy protection scheme for sparse DTNs based on
opportunistic collaboration of mobile nodes.
• Third, AVATAR provides a reward mechanism to provide
incentive for each node to contribute to VMixzone. We
estimate the Nash equilibrium of the footprint signature
provided by each rational node by modeling AVATAR as a
multiunit discriminatory auction game.

• Finally, we implement AVATAR under a specific application scenario setting, i.e., pocket switched networks. The
extensive simulations have demonstrated the effectiveness
and efficiency of AVATAR with extensive simulations.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research effort on opportunistic location privacy protection in DTNs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the state of the art of location privacy in mobile
networks is discussed. In Section III, we present the system
model, which is the adversary model considered throughout
this paper. In Section IV, we propose the spatial and temporal location privacy model. In Section V, the proposed
AVATAR scheme is presented in detail. A game-theoretic analysis is given in Section VI. Simulation results and performance
analysis are given in Section VII, followed by conclusions
in Section VIII.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Protecting the location privacy of mobile users has been
receiving much attention recently. Previous works on location
privacy show that the adversary can implicitly derive the identity information from the analysis of its location information,
such as the location traces collected in an office environment
[10] or Global Positioning System traces from vehicles [12].
To protect location privacy, in [10], Beresford and Stajano
proposed an innovative scheme based on the idea of Chaum’s
mix, which enables the nodes to update at predetermined locations called mix zones. In [11], Huang et al. proposed the
random silent period technique to allow the nodes to update at
random locations and times. However, the spatial and temporal
relation between the locations of a mobile node can enable its
entry and exit locations and times from a mix zone to be correlated, hence lowering entropy [10]. To maximize the location
privacy provided by each update, a Swing and Swap protocol
was proposed in [7] to allow the nodes to cooperate to enable
exchange of nodes’ identifier and, thus, achieve higher location
privacy. However, exchange of identifier and associated public/
private keys may potentially introduce other security threats
such as the Sybil attack. Different from [7], in this paper, we
allow nodes to exchange their footprint signatures rather than
their identifier to generate the virtual nodes.
The anonymity of mobile nodes at different levels of the
communication stack can be very challenging. To achieve
medium access control (MAC) layer anonymity, the node could
choose to change the MAC address every time a pseudonym is
changed [13] or simply use an identifier-free link layer protocol
[14]. Similarly, it is possible to identify devices relying on
their distinctive characteristics (i.e., fingerprints) at the physical
layer. However, a recent study shows that it is possible to
perform impersonation attacks on physical layers [15]. Further,
the identification techniques on physical layers require highend hardware components that capture the radio signals of
wireless devices, which is costly and cannot be deployed in a
large scale. Therefore, in this study, we focus on the higher
layer privacy mechanisms such as changing the pseudonym in a
mix zone.
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An incentive issue for cooperative privacy preservation is
another important topic. In [16], it is pointed out that in a
mix-zone-based cooperative privacy protection scheme, the
selfish nodes may refuse to cooperate with others due to low
location privacy benefits. It further analyzes the noncooperative
behavior of mobile nodes by using a game-theoretic model [17],
where each player aims at maximizing its location privacy at a
minimum cost. Different from [16], we propose a new cooperative location privacy protection scheme and then analyze the
noncooperative behaviors of mobile nodes in the auction game
model [18].
III. P RELIMINARIES
This section describes our system and threat models.
A. System Model
We focus exclusively on a general DTN network architecture,
where mobile nodes are autonomous entities equipped with
WiFi or Bluetooth-enabled devices that communicate with each
other upon coming in range. We do not consider communications with the infrastructure (such as cellular networks or
wireless local area networks). The application scenario of the
considered networks can be vehicular networks [19], pocket
switched networks, or mobile social networks, in which mobile
nodes advertise their presence by periodically broadcasting
proximity beacons (e.g., every 100 ms over a range of 300 m
in vehicular networks) containing the node’s authentication
information (e.g., the position and speed in vehicular networks).
We assume that the DTN network is loosely synchronized. In
terms of data forwarding, we consider a general DTN forwarding model, under which a source node can deliver packets to
a destination node by following the store-carry-and-forward
principle.
At the system initialization phase, we follow a general assumption as in [16] that an Offline Security Manager (OSM)
exists to take charge of preestablishing the security credentials
for each device. In line with the multiple-pseudonym approach
to protect location privacy, we assume that prior to entering
the network, every mobile node i registers with the OSM and
obtains a set of public/private key pairs {P ubki , P rvik }M
k=1 to
provide verification and signature functionalities, respectively.
Here, P rvik enables node i to digitally sign messages, whereas
P ubki serves as the identifier of node i and is also referred to as
its pseudonym.
B. Threat Model
Consider an external adversary A aiming to track the location
of mobile nodes. We assume that A does not have the security
credentials issued by the Certificate Authority and, thus, cannot
impersonate a legitimate node to disrupt the system. In practice,
the adversary can eavesdrop a specific node’s communications
and then track it. In the worst case, A can obtain complete
coverage and track nodes throughout the entire network, which
is also referred to as a global attacker.
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A collects identifying information (i.e., pseudonyms or public keys) from the entire network and obtains location traces
that allow him to track the location of mobile nodes. Although
AVATAR focuses on the node identification information of
application layers, it is also possible to extend AVATAR to
the lower layers such as MAC or physical layers by exploiting
the MAC-address-changing technique [13] or the physical-layer
impersonation technique [15].

IV. S PATIAL –T EMPORAL L OCATION P RIVACY M ODEL
The basic idea of AVATAR is to specify a spatial region
(or VMixzone), in which the real identity of a node is hidden
by the virtual neighbors generated by its collaborators. To
measure the location privacy level provided by the VMixzone,
we use the concept of entropy from Shannon’s information
theory [20]. Suppose that the existence of a virtual node could
be demonstrated by a series of location- and time-aware signatures, these signatures, each called a footprint signature, can
then be used to measure the location privacy of a spatial region
as follows.
Definition 1: Let R be a spatial region observed by the
attacker and S(R) = {U1 , U2 , . . . , Um } be the set of nodes/
virtual nodes whose footprint signatures appear in this region
during period T . Here, T is the period during which pseudonym
changes occur, and m is the total number of users. Specifically,
each node Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ m) broadcasts ni (1 ≤ i ≤ m) footprint
signatures within T . We define the uncertainty of the adversary
and, thus, the location privacy level of a node involved in a
successful pseudonym change within T to be
A(m) = −

m

ni
i=1

N

log

ni
N

(1)


where N = m
i=1 ni refers to the total number of footprint
messages.
The achievable location privacy is determined by both the
number of nodes m and the distribution of their footprint
signatures. Therefore, entropy A(m) has the maximum value
when every node in R has the same number of footprints in
R. In other words, the entropy is the maximum for a uniform
probability of the number of footprint signatures, which could
provide the node with a location privacy level of log(m). On the
other hand, A(m) has the minimum value when one user in R
has N − m + 1 footprint signatures while each of the rest has
only 1. Therefore, to obtain higher location privacy, the nodes
need more collaborators (both real and virtual nodes), and at
the same time, the footprint signatures should be uniformly
distributed.
The spatial location privacy model evaluates the location
privacy achieved in VMixzones of the network. However, it
fails to consider the temporal factor, which may have an impact
on privacy protection. When a short-interval VMixzone is
launched, the adversary can still correlate users’ old and new
pseudonyms by leveraging the predictability of the movement
of pedestrians and vehicles. Although Li et al. in [7] have
proposed a series of approaches to maximize location privacy,
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Fig. 1.
phase.
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Running example of the AVATAR protocol. (a) VMixzone request broadcasting phase. (b) VMixzone request response phase. (c) VMixzone generation

a short VMixzone period may prevent such kind of tracking
mitigation approaches from being adopted.
Therefore, when a certain period of VMixzone is generated
to protect users’ location privacy, the privacy level should not
be less than a predefined threshold A(m). In other words,
the VMixzone must achieve a certain privacy level A(m) in
both spatial–temporal dimensions, which is also called the
(A(m), T ) spatial and temporal privacy model [(A(m), T )-ST
privacy model].
Definition 2: Let T be multiple continuous time slots
T1 , . . . , Tn , and A(m) is a predefined privacy entropy threshold. A user in observation region R achieving the (A(m),
T )-ST privacy model should satisfy that (1) R covers the user’s
position for all time slots T1 , . . . , Tn and that (2) in each time
slot Ti , the privacy level should be no less than A(m).
Definition 2 indicates that to satisfy the (A(m), T )-ST privacy model, a node in observation region R should achieve
A(m) privacy level for a certain period. In practice, the period
needs to be as long as possible to guarantee the quality of the
required privacy level. In the rest of this paper, we focus on
how to generate the VMixzone that satisfies the (A(m), T )-ST
privacy model.
V. P ROPOSED AVATAR P ROTOCOL
Here, we present the details of AVATAR protocols.
A. Overview of AVATAR
The existing literature on cooperative location privacy protection assumes that there are enough collaborators that are
physically close to each other. This assumption, however, does
not hold in sparse DTNs, which are typically characterized with
low network density and short contact duration. Therefore, how
to improve the network density is a key issue to achieving
cooperative location privacy in DTNs.
On the other hand, the adversary cannot determine the
number of nodes in a specific observation region by only
eavesdropping in on the communications. In other words, node

A could broadcast a position beacon information on behalf of
another remote node B, and the adversary will accept B as a
“real” neighboring node, although B is actually not physically
close to A. The only condition for proving B’s existence is
that this position beacon information is indeed generated by
B (signed with B’s private key). This observation provides a
possible way to generate some virtual nodes around the tracking
target.
The basic idea behind AVATAR is introducing k virtual nodes
in the neighborhood of the target node. To do so, the nodes in a
specific region R should pregenerate a series of signed position
beacon messages according to the predetermined VMixzone
region and duration. The pregenerated footprint signatures are
encrypted with the target node’s public key and then transmitted
to the target node via opportunistic routing protocols before
the response expiration time t1 . The target node could broadcast these collected footprint signatures together with its own
footprint signatures at the predetermined VMixzone starting
time t2 . To prevent Sybil and replay attacks, we define that the
footprint signatures are only valid in the predefined range R
and starting time t2 of VMixzone.
Fig. 1 shows a running example for the AVATAR algorithm,
where each solid/dashed line represents direct/opportunistic
transmission, and each solid/dash node refers to a real/virtual
node. In Fig. 1(a), node A only has neighboring node B. Hence,
A broadcasts a collaborator search request to the nodes within
a predefined range R. This broadcast message is transmitted
to B via direct transmission while to other nodes, including C
and D, by opportunistic routing. In Fig. 1(b), nodes B, C, and
D respond to A by providing their footprint signatures. At t2 ,
node A sends the collected footprint signature set to B, C, and
D for the rewarding. Therefore, in Fig. 1(c), it forms a VMixzone, in which each node benefits from privacy improvement
by making a coordinated pseudonym change with real/virtual
nodes. Generally, AVATAR is comprised of the following three
phases: 1) VMixzone collaborator search phase; 2)VMixzone
collaborator response phase; and 3) participant rewarding and
VMixzone generation phase, which are presented in detail in
the following sections.
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Algorithm 1: AVATAR: VMixzone Requester Ns

Algorithm 2: AVATAR: Receiver Ni

Function: AVATAR-Requester (R, t1 , t2 , k)
//VMixzone request broadcasting phase
while 
k < k do
Broadcast a VMixzone request Req, ReqP rvNs
to the peers in the range of R;
Let P be the number of peers responded;

k = |P|;
if 
k < k then
Enlarge the size of region R;
else
Choose k replying nodes as the collaborators;
Collect the corresponding footprint signatures
{Sij |i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , mi }
Send collected footprint signatures to each
pariticipant;
end
end

Function: AVATAR-Receiver (R, t1 , t2 , k)
//Collaborator Response Phase
Let T be the current time;
if the request is duplicate then
Reply with an ACK message;
else
if T < t1 then
if Ni decides to join the VMixzone then
Choose preferred time duration
{Tij |j = 1, . . . , mi };
Generate {Si = sigi1 , . . . , sigimi } with its
new pseudonym N i ;
Send Si P KNs to Ns by a specific DTN
routing protocol;
end
Broadcast the VMixzone forming request to the
next opportunistic contact;
else
Drop the message;
end
end

B. VMixzone Collaborator Search Phase
Mobile node Ns broadcasts its pseudonym change collaboration request to the peers. The request includes VMixzone region
R, response expiration time t1 , VMixzone starting time t2 , and
number of requested collaborators k, i.e.,
Ns → ∗ : Req = R, t1 , t2 , k, ReqP rvNs
where ReqP rvNs refers to the signature generated by Ns
with its private key. The nodes receiving this message will
rebroadcast this message until t1 . At time t1 , if the number of
participants is less than k, Ns could enlarge the range of R.
This process will continue until enough peers are found.
C. VMixzone Collaborator Response Phase
When a node receives a VMixzone forming request, it will
first check if it is a duplicate request. If so, it simply drops the
messages. Otherwise, the receiver rebroadcasts the request to
its next opportunistic contacts. This process will be terminated
once response expiration time t1 is passed.
Receiver Ni will decide whether to join the VMixzone
and change the pseudonym by considering the expected
benefit and costs, which will be discussed in Section VI.
In joining the VMixzone, Ni should determine its preferred VMixzone duration {Tij |j = 1, . . . , mi } and generate the footprint signatures for each time slot with its new
pseudonym N i . Note that the duration of a VMixzone satisfying the (A(m), T )-ST privacy model should be as long
as possible, which means the generated signatures should
be as many as possible. The generated footprint signatures
could be represented as Si = {sigi1 , . . . , sigimi }, where sigij =
{Ni , R, Tij , {Nr Rti }P rvN }, and P rvN i corresponds to
i

Ni ’s new pseudonym N i at t2 . After that, Ni encrypts the footprint signature with Ns ’s public key and then sends {Si }P KNs
to Ns via a specific DTN routing protocol, such as in [21].
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D. Participant Rewarding and VMixzone Generation Phase
To stimulate the nodes to contribute more signatures for
VMixzone, we design a reward mechanism, that is, requestor
Ns will choose k nodes who generate the most footprint signatures as the collaborators from all replying peers in region
R. Then, Ns collects their corresponding footprint signatures
{Sij |i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , mi }. For each participant Ni , Ns
encrypts the collected footprint signatures with Ni ’s public key,
which is denoted as {Sij |i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , mi }P KNi ,
and sends it to Ni . Therefore, requestor Ns forms a VMixzone with k peers by exchanging and sharing their footprint
signatures. At time t2 , each participant starts to broadcast the
received footprint signature. Specifically, for the subsequent
time slot {Tj |j = 1, . . . , m}, where m refers to the maximum
value of {mi |i = 1, . . . , k}, a participating node broadcasts
{Sij |i = 1, . . . , k} in a randomized order. Note that these footprint signatures are from k different nodes and represent the
new pseudonyms of these nodes. From the attacker’s point of
view, these k identifiers are undistinguishable. Therefore, the
new pseudonym of each node is hidden by other k real/virtual
nodes. In the following section, we will discuss the expected
benefit brought by AVATAR in detail.
Algorithm 3: AVATAR: VMixzone Participant Ni
Function: AVATAR-Participant (Sij )
Let m = M AX{mi |i = 1, . . . , k};
for each time slot {Tj |j = 1, . . . , m} do
Broadcast the footprint signature set
{Sij |i = 1, . . . , k} in a randomized order;
Make a coordinated pseudonym change;
end
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E. Comparison of AVATAR With the Conventional Mix
Zone Approaches
With AVATAR, an adversary cannot distinguish a real VMixzone node from a virtual node by eavesdropping in on the
transmission messages in DTNs. This statement also holds in
the presence of global attack, which could have full knowledge
of the presence of each node at the beginning and after the
end of the VMixzone. However, even if the global attacker
could recognize the real node at the start or the end of the
VMixzone, it cannot distinguish the contact of several real
nodes from the case of one real node with several virtual nodes.
The insight here is that, from the adversary’s point of view, the
real and virtual nodes are using the same transmission pattern
to transmit a message and, thus, cannot be distinguished due to
the fact that the adversary can only eavesdrop in on the node’s
communications but cannot tell the exact number of real nodes
by physical observation.
The traditional mix zone approaches such as in [16]
could achieve the equivalent privacy gains by collaborative
pseudonym changes for multiple times. Due to lack of enough
collaborators for each pseudonym change, it is required that
it be performed multiple times to obtain the same privacy
level. However, we argue that AVATAR could still achieve
the following advantages compared with the traditional mix
zones.
• Less Number of Pseudonyms Required: As pointed out
by Freudiger et al. in [16], the existing mix-zone-based
approaches require multiple pseudonyms due to lack of
enough collaborators for each time in sparse DTNs. However, a pseudonym change causes considerable overhead
and, thus, reduces the networking performance (e.g., the
routing tables). Further, the pseudonyms and their corresponding public/private key pairs are costly to acquire and
use because they are owned in limited number and require
contact to a central authority for refill [16]. Different
from the existing approaches, AVATAR only requires one
pseudonym for a virtual mix zone.
• Supporting Communications During Mix Zone Period: In
conventional mix zone approaches, it has a certain silent
period, while the adversary cannot observe DTN nodes’
mobility at the cost of no data transmission. However,
in AVATAR, it can still support the data transmission by
using the encrypted data, which follows a certain format.
From the attacker’s point of view, it cannot distinguish
real messages from dummy messages if both of them are
encrypted.
In the following section, we will give a detailed analysis on
the expected privacy gain for AVATAR participants.

where m refers to the number of neighboring nodes, k refers to
the number of virtual neighboring nodes, pi is the probability
that the requester successfully receives the response from Ni
before t1 , and qi is the probability that Ni successfully receives
the reward from the requester before t2 .
By substituting (1) into (2), we can obtain Bi as
⎛
Bi = ⎝

⎞
m
i +k

nj ⎠
nj
n
j
log
∗ pi ∗ q i .
log
−


N
N
N
N
j=1

mi

n
j
j=1

(3)

 refer to the number of footprint signatures genHere, n
j and N
erated by each real neighboring node {Nj |1 ≤ j ≤ mi } in this
period and the total number of footprint signatures, respectively,
whereas nj and N refer to the number of footprint signatures
generated by each real or virtual neighboring node {Nj |1 ≤
j ≤ mi + k} and the total number of footprint signatures.
Note that if the number of footprint signatures generated by
different nodes follows a uniform distribution, Bi can achieve a
maximum value (log{mi + k} − log mi ) ∗ pi ∗ qi .
It is worth noting that the duration of a VMixzone satisfying
the (A(k), Td )-ST privacy model is determined by the minimum value of {mi |i = 1, . . . , k}, i.e., Td = τ ∗ Min{mi |i =
1, . . . , k}, where τ is the length of a time slot. In other words,
in duration Td , even if there are no neighboring nodes in
the attacker’s observation range R, this node can still satisfy the (A(k), Td )-ST privacy model. From this fact, we can
conclude that the more footprint signatures each participant
contributes, the longer the duration of (A(k), Td )-ST privacy
the VMixzone can achieve. In the following section, we will
discuss how to increase the number of collected footprint
signatures with the auction game and estimate the number of
footprint signatures provided by each rational node in the Nash
equilibrium.

G. Estimating pi and qi
In the previous section, it is shown that the expected location
privacy benefit of AVATAR participants is tightly related to
pi and qi . However, without clear knowledge of how these
factors interact, it is extremely hard to theoretically model pi
and qi . Therefore, we adopt a similar approach in [3] to estimate
the message-dropping probability in DTNs, which is based on
supervised classification problems of data mining techniques.
The main idea for estimating pi and qi is that pi and qi are
similar to some historical packets that have similar feature
values. Suppose we match a response message to a set of M1
of similar messages and its received subset is M1received , then
pi can be estimated by

F. Estimating the Expected Benefit of AVATAR Participants
To measure privacy improvement by AVATAR, we study
the (A(m), T )-ST location privacy model. Generally, the expected location privacy achieved by participant Ni could be
expressed by
Bi = (A(mi + k) − A(mi )) ∗ pi ∗ qi

(2)

pi = M1received /|M1 |.

(4)

Similarly, we can obtain the estimation of qi as
|M2received |/|M2 |, where M2 and M2received refer to the
set of similar footprint signature set and its dropping subset,
respectively.
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VI. AVATAR G AME : A G AME -T HEORETIC A NALYSIS
In the previous section, we introduced the details of the
AVATAR protocol. By discussing the expected benefit of
AVATAR participants, it can be seen that each node in range R
is willing to join VMixzone since it can take the opportunity to
increase its privacy level. However, from the requestor’s point
of view, it only needs to collaborate with a certain number
of neighboring nodes (i.e., k) to obtain a VMixzone because
more participants mean more traffic loads and more energy
consumption to transmit the replying message and footprint
signatures. As a result, there is tension between limited available participating positions and an excessive number of response nodes. On the other hand, the duration of (A(k), Td )-ST
VMixzone is determined by the minimum number of footprint
signatures collected from each participant. This motivates the
requester to collect as many footprint signatures as possible
from k participants. To do so, the requestor stimulates the nodes
to contribute more footprint signatures through the proposed
reward mechanism in that only those who provide k most
signatures could be rewarded with all the footprint signatures.
Here, we model AVATAR as a multiunit discriminatory auction
to answer the question as to how many footprint signatures a
rational node should provide to maximize its profit.
A. Modeling AVATAR as a Multiunit Discriminatory Auction
In a multiunit discriminatory auction, a seller, with k objects
for sale, wishes to sell his objects to k highest bidder at one go
in a single auction. Specifically, the auctioneer ranks the bids
according to the price from the highest to the lowest and then
announces the k highest bidders win the auction game. It should
be noticed that the k winners do not need to pay the same price
for identical items. Instead, each winner only needs to pay its
real bid to get the item, i.e., there exists a discriminatory price
in the auction.
We design AVATAR as a multiunit discriminatory auction
game among N nodes P1 , P2 , . . . , PN within the range of R,
competing for one of k participants of VMixzone. We let the
requestor be the auctioneer. We assume that the requestor and
the players are honest in following the AVATAR games and that
malicious nodes are not taken into consideration since external
attackers cannot join the game due to lack of authorized key
pairs. In the DTNs, several of these games can be played in
parallel, and a node can join several games at different times.
Without loss of generality, in this study, we consider a single
game where all the nodes join at the same time.
The game includes three stages. In the request broadcasting
phase, the requestor periodically broadcasts its pseudonym
change request. Each player chooses its bid (generating a
certain number of footprint signatures) and sends it back to the
requestor. The requestor continues to receive the bids until a
predefined time t1 . Any delayed or lost bids will be considered
a bidding failure, and the bidder will not pay any cost. At
t1 , the requestor chooses k highest bidding players as the
VMixzone collaborators and set their submitted signatures as
the VMixzone footprint signatures. In the rewarding phase, the
requestor sends back all the footprint signatures to each chosen
collaborator.
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TABLE I
M APPING B ETWEEN A M ULTIUNIT D ISCRIMINATORY
AUCTION AND O UR AVATAR G AME

Table I shows mapping between a traditional multiunit discriminatory auction and our AVATAR game. The objects to be
sold are the positions of attending the pseudonym change, and
there are k auction items in this game (k available positions for
the VMixzone). Each node will bid for only one position since
the extra participating positions will not increase its privacy
level. In the multiunit discriminatory auction, the value of the
object is denoted by vi . It is now replaced by Bi , representing a
node’s expected location privacy gain in the VMixzone. Since
each node has a different estimation on pi and qi and the
number of real neighboring nodes mi also varies, each node
has different estimated values of Bi . It is assumed that each
node only knows his own Bi but not the values of other nodes.
However, since each node in the VMixzone is symmetrical,
Bi is independently and identically distributed. Without loss of
generality, F (Bi ) is supposed as uniformly distributed. Thus,
each node can estimate other nodes’ value of Bi .
In the multiunit discriminatory auction, each buyer’s price
ci is less than his value vi for the object so that his profit is
positive, i.e., vi − ci > 0. However, in VMixzone, each node’s
profit of location privacy is very difficult to model because it is
impossible to compare ni (the number of signatures each node
provided) with privacy gain value Bi . To solve this problem,
similar to [16], we introduce utility function u(ni ), which
describes the location privacy cost of ni footprint signatures
generated by node i. This u(ni ) can be expressed in privacy
units (e.g., bits), thereby the profit of location privacy can be
calculated as Bi − u(ni ). It should be pointed out that utility
function u(ni ) involves various costs, including the costs of
generation and transmission of footprint signatures. It is an
increasing function of ni . In this paper, it is modeled as a linear
function of ni .
B. Equilibrium
We assume that all nodes act rationally and try to maximize
their benefits. However, the best strategy for a given player
depends upon the strategies adopted by other players in the
game. In this game, every player should decide its price, i.e.,
how many footprint signatures it intends to bid. The optimal
strategy can be obtained by using the Nash equilibrium. A set
of strategies (one strategy for each player) is called a Nash
equilibrium if no player can increase his payoff by unilaterally
changing his strategy. Our goal in the VMixzone auction game
is to find the optimal signatures a node should provide.
Theorem 1: Multiunit Discriminatory Auction Game: If N
buyers have independent values Bi , which have the distribution
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of F (v), then the best bidding price p(Bi ) for a buyer with
private value Bi is [22]
k
Bi
i−1
i−1
F (v)N −i dv
i=1 CN −1 0 [1−F (v)]
. (5)
p(Bi ) = Bi − 
k
i−1
i−1
F (Bi )N −i
i=1 CN −1 [1−F (Bi )]
With the bidding equilibrium, we can obtain the optimal bidding strategy for an AVATAR participant to be ni =
u−1 (p(Bi )).
Without loss of generality, we assume that F (v) is uniformly distributed in [0,1]. In a simplest case where k = 1,
i.e., a requestor only needs one collaborator, the equilibrium is
given by
p(Bi ) = Bi −

Bi
.
N

(6)
Fig. 2.

It is observed that the equilibrium number of footprint signatures significantly relies on the number of rational nodes
in the VMixzone auction game. We can see from (6) that
the equilibrium price is less than a node’s value estimation.
However, with the growth in the number of players, i.e., when
N → ∞, the equilibrium price tends to be the node’s value
estimation Bi . This is because the more players there are, the
more intense the competition is. Hence, a node has to provide a
price that is close to its value to win the auction game.
In the case of k = 2, where a requestor needs two collaborators, we can obtain the equilibrium as
p(Bi ) = Bi −

N −2
N Bi

1−
.
− (N − 2)

N −1
Bi

(7)

By setting Bi = 0.7 and u(ni ) = 0.01ni , we show a plot of
the equilibrium price (number of footprint signatures) for k = 1
and k = 2 in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, we can see that for fixed N , the
number of footprint signatures a node provides when k = 2 is
less than that in the case of k = 1. This confirms our experience
that the more items are auctioned, the lower the price a buyer
will pay. In Fig. 2, it can be also noticed that even for the
limited number of players, e.g., five nodes, there can still be
collected a certain number (around 50) of footprint signatures
from each participant. These results show that our AVATAR
scheme does stimulate rational nodes to collaborate with each
other to achieve the optimal location privacy.
VII. I MPLEMENTATION AND P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We implement the AVATAR scheme on a public available
DTN simulator called the Opportunistic Networking Environment Simulator [23] and evaluate its performance under a
specific application scenario, i.e., pocket switched networks.
We run simulation with 150–250 mobile nodes that are uniformly deployed in an area of 4000 m × 4000 m. The average
speed of each node varies from 1.8 to 5.4 km/h, and the
transmission coverage of each node is 100 m. Each mobile
node is first randomly scattered on one position of the roads
and moves toward another randomly selected position along the
paths in the map. AVATAR could build on a specific public
key signature scheme, such as the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

Equilibria versus number of nodes in a VMixzone auction game.

algorithm or the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA). In the simulation, we choose the ECDSA as the
basic footprint signature generation and verification scheme.
Based on the given scenario setting, we implement AVATAR
on top of a typical multicopy DTN routing protocol, i.e., the
Spray and Wait routing (S&W) protocol [21]. At the end of this
simulation, we also compare the S&W protocol with two other
protocols, including epidemic routing [24] and Prophet [25].
A. Evaluation of Message Delivery Rate pi and qi
The expected benefit of AVATAR participants depends on
the following factors: ΔT1 , the interval between the moment
of Ni receiving the request and t1 ; ΔT2 , which is defined as
the interval between t1 and t2 ; and network density D. For an
applicable AVATAR, under a specific network density setting,
we should ensure that the message between the requester and
the AVATAR participants could be delivered within a predefined
duration, i.e., ΔT1 and ΔT2 , at a high probability. Without
loss of generality, we use a uniform parameter time-to-live
(TTL) to represent ΔT1 and ΔT2 and the node number to
represent network density D. To demonstrate the applicability of AVATAR, we implement AVATAR with different node
numbers and obtain the response successful delivery rate pi
and rewarding successful delivery rate qi under different TTL
settings.
In Fig. 3(a), we evaluate pi under three specific kinds of node
number (150/200/250 nodes) and obtain the value of pi under
different TTLs, which range from 5 to 30 min. It is observed
that pi grows along with the increase in TTL. It is also observed
that the number of nodes has little impact on response delivery
rate pi . The simulation results show that, under various node
numbers, the response delivery rate could achieve more than
50% if TTL is set to more than 10 min. This is because the
position between the requester and the collaborators is within a
predefined range R, which has a positive effect on pi .
Similarly, in Fig. 3(b), we investigate the impact of network
nodes and TTL on rewarding message successful delivery rate
qi . It is observed that, unlike pi , after reaching a certain TTL
such as 15 min, qi could achieve more than 50%. However, the
number of nodes has little effect on the delivery rate.
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Message delivery rate under different TTLs. (a) pi . (b) qi . (c) Overall message delivery rate.

Fig. 4. Location privacy gain of AVATAR with different routing protocols. (a) Location privacy gain of the S&W protocol under different TTLs. (b) Comparison
of S&W, Epidemic, and Prophet protocols under different TTLs. (c) Comparison of S&W, Epidemic, and Prophet protocols under different TTL node = 200.

In Fig. 3(c), we evaluate the overall message successful
rate by combining the simulation results of pi and qi . It is
observed that, in the case of a small node number such as
150 nodes, the overall message successful rate grows from
10% to 70% when increasing TTL from 10 to 30 min. In the
case of 250 nodes, the overall message successful rate could
achieve more than 50% given a 20-min TTL, which ensures
that the AVATAR participants could receive rewarding at a high
probability.
B. Location Privacy Gain With AVATAR
Here, we investigate the location privacy gain by adopting
the AVATAR scheme. We set the attacker’s observation range at
100 m and the VMixzone range at 500 m. With the AVATAR
scheme, the nodes with the range of 500 m could improve
location privacy by exchanging their footprint signatures. We
compare the location privacy entropy before and after using
AVATAR, and we also compare the privacy gains by using
different routing protocols.
In Fig. 4(a), we evaluate the location privacy gain with S&W
routing protocols. It can be seen that in three network density
settings, the location privacy gain grows along with the increase
in TTL. For example, with 150 nodes in our simulation, when
increasing the TTL from 5 to 30 min, the achievable location
privacy gain increases from 0.65 to 3.25. It is also observed

that a higher network density (node number) results in a higher
location privacy gain. When the node number increases from
150 to 250, the achievable location privacy gain increases from
3.25 to 4.5 when the TTL is set to 30 min. This is because faster
data propagation could be achieved in DTNs under a higher
network density even under the same TTL.
In Fig. 4(b) and (c), we evaluate the impact of different
routing protocols on the performance of AVATAR. It is shown
that epidemic routing achieves fast data propagation speed and,
thus, achieves a higher location privacy gain under a specific
TTL setting. This may be because epidemic routing incurs
a higher transmission overhead. However, the S&W protocol
achieves a similar privacy gain as the Prophet protocol when the
node number is 150. For the node number of 200, the Prophet
protocol shows its advantage over the S&W protocol after a
particular TTL threshold, i.e., TTL = 13.
In summary, the given evaluations demonstrate the performance of AVATAR in terms of response delivery rate pi ,
rewarding message delivery rate qi , and location privacy improvements. The simulation results show that AVATAR could
significantly improve location privacy under a reasonable TTL
and network density setting. Our simulations also show that
the different choice in routing protocols may affect the overall
AVATAR performance. However, no matter which kind of DTN
routing protocol is adopted, location privacy improvement is
obvious, which further justifies our motivations.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have introduced AVATAR, which is a
novel location privacy protection scheme for DTNs. AVATAR
takes advantage of the opportunistic collaborations of DTN
nodes to increase location privacy by allowing remote nodes
to generate some virtual nodes around the target node. To
encourage each AVATAR participant to contribute more signatures to the VMixzone, we introduced a reward mechanism by
modeling it as the multiunit discriminatory auction game and
discussed its Nash equilibrium price. The simulation result has
verified the effectiveness of our AVATAR scheme. However,
the current AVATAR scheme design in this paper is under
the assumption of external attackers. For the case of internal
attackers, which hold the real authorized credential from the
OSM, AVATAR can still be secure when the requester can be
trusted because a malicious AVATAR participant cannot link the
old/private pseudonyms of the others. Our future work includes
designing a secure protocol to prevent attacks launched by a
malicious requester.
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